1) What is my true passion?

2) What is my purpose in my leadership?

3) What is my vision for my life as a leader?

4) What are my short term goals and long term goals to find and do my passion, fulfill my purpose and work consistently towards my vision for my life as a leader?

5) To achieve/surpass my goals, I will do the following...

6) What will I do each day to stay self-aware and keep from losing my way as a leader?

7) What are my priorities, in order?

8) What motivates me – both intrinsically and extrinsically?

9) How will I keep my integrity and continue to earn respect and trust?

10) Am I true to myself – how will I remain true to myself under outside pressure/influence?

11) What is my definition of success/failure?

12) From 1 (lowest) to 10 (highest) – where is my self-esteem?

   - Why did I choose that number?

13) From 1 (lowest) to 10 (highest) – where is my self-confidence?
- Why did I choose that number?

14) What are my fears?

- Have they been or do I see them being obstacles in my life?

15) Create 4 lists:

- Hard/technical skills that I have learned
- Soft/innate skills
- Skills that I am interested in learning
- Look at all the above and make a new list of skills I want to take with me to the next level in my career/life

16) How do I keep a healthy lifestyle:

- Physically
- Mentally
- Emotionally
- Socially
- Hobbies
- Community
- Stress Management

17) What values are most important to me for my life and my leadership?

18) What are the principles on which I base my leadership?

19) What are the ethical boundaries that will guide my leadership?

20) To be and remain reflective and introspective, I will...

21) Am I an effective communicator?
22) Am I an active listener?

23) Am I organized and do I use my time effectively?

24) Am I a true team player?

25) How has my past affected my view of my leadership and my ability to go from “I” to “We” and operate from a “We” perspective?

26) How will I use my power in the future to empower others?

27) How will I continue to consistently build healthy and successful relationships:
   - Find, hire and work with like-minded, healthy people and build stellar teams
   - Community Involvement (volunteering and giving back)
   - Networking events and functions
   - Bringing people together

28) To integrate my personal life, family life, social life and community life with my professional life to become a fulfilled and better leader, I plan to do the following....

29) For my leadership development, what are the experiences I need in order to develop my authentic leadership?
   - I will continue to be proactive in seeking out many leadership experiences by....

30) Write an essay about how I want to be remembered as an authentic leader and how I found fulfillment from being an authentic leader...